
”Once emotions are blocked in the
human psyche, they keep popping up
frequently... knowingly and
unknowingly” Dr. Rishipal (7)

 
Trigger Warning
Letting yourself feel certain emotions can
trigger other, perhaps more dangerous,
negative coping mechanisms. If you don’t feel
ready to let yourself feel negative emotions,
that’s okay! We recommend touching base with a
counselor to figure out what would be a good
starting point for you (4).
 
We all have emotions that, for
whatever reason, we’re not
comfortable acknowledging. These
emotions make us feel... icky,
numb, chaotic, or just plain ole
bad. Any and all emotions have the
potential to make us feel
uncomfortable, and each carry a
different history and by default a
different healing approach. One
side of the uncomfortable feelings
coin is positive emotions like
intimacy and happiness, the other 

side is negative emotions like
sadness, nervousness, fear, anger,
or shame; emotions we tend to push
away (1).  
 
Today we’re going to focus on
negative emotions that are
difficult for us to confront- let’s
call these antagonists, your
antagonistic emotions. The almost
villains of your life whispering
sweet “you are nothings” in your
ear after you make a mistake at
work or have a heavy conversation
with a friend. When these emotions
come up, though, most of us don’t
really deal with them. It can be
difficult in the moment to confront
our inner antagonists, but learning
to take on negative emotions and
feelings is a skill that you are 

totally capable of developing and
will most definitely benefit you.
 
There are a couple of reasons why
we don’t process negative emotions;
it comes down to the fact that we
weren’t taught how. Sometimes
caretakers don’t have the ability
to deal with these emotions
themselves, or it’s culturally
expected to push certain emotions
away (8). When we aren’t given the
tools or space to feel negative
emotions, our psyche has no option
but to learn that these emotions
will not be validated and,
therefore, must be avoided (8).
This creates a repetitive
narrative- narrative being the
story we know about ourselves: My
emotions are not valid.
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Since they are not valid, feeling
this way takes away from my value
and makes me unworthy of connection.
This is the narrative of someone who
doesn’t process difficult emotions
(1).
 
Okay, but does this negative
narrative really matter? Does
anything bad actually happen from
not processing emotions? Well, we
think so. Actually, so do the
experts. Let’s see where our
emotions go off to when we don’t
process them: N O W H E R E!
 
Dismissed emotions don’t just go
away, they’ll sneak in to meddle
with other areas of your life- like
your love life or your work life
(6). Since these repressed emotions
still need an exit, we express them
in ways that are misdirected. They
can dress up in a variety of
disguises: irritability,
scapegoating, placing shame on
yourself, lashing out to loved ones,

being self-destructive. If you
don’t know how to address your
emotions, they will definitely find
a way to get your attention (7).
 
Emotions can also get “stuck” in a
way that disrupts our physical
bodies and physiological responses.
The body uses energy to keep
everything running smoothly; this
includes regulating our heart rate,
body temperature, bowel
movements... stuff like that. This
same energy is also used to
regulate our emotions, as feelings
manifest in our bodies as hormones
and other chemicals. So if your
body is harboring emotions instead
of releasing them, it’s going to
use a lot of energy to keep them
there. Essentially, this means that
your body has less energy to spend
on the other things it regulates,
and in turn can cause problems
like: fatigue, stomach aches,
headaches, or trouble sleeping.
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Your emotions affect your physical
body, and then your body affects
your emotions, and then your
emotions affect your body, and
then... Oof. Cycles (5).
 
However! There's a way to
recondition our behaviors with a
couple of steps (and some
practice). In a gymnast-like
maneuver, we can invert the old
narrative and process our emotions
in a constructive way.
 
Instead of telling yourself this
hindering narrative: My emotions
are not valid. Since they are not
valid, feeling this way takes away
from my value and makes me unworthy
of connection; reinstate a
narrative that will affirm and
comfort you while you process your 

feelings: Everything I am feeling
is valid; I feel ashamed/
embarrassed/sad/angry and I am
worthy of connection; It is
healing to feel these things and
soon this pain will pass. When you
do this, you are reconditioning
your brain to validate negative
emotions (3). Now take a second-
think of that positive narrative
in your mind. We’re getting into
how you can use this new narrative
to process negative emotions:
 
OBSERVE Notice which emotions are
uncomfortable; what is your
automatic response? Does your body
tense up? What behavioral patterns
do you notice? Do you seem to
start working more? Going out
more? After enough intentional
observation, you will be able to
recognize these responses (6).
 
 

REASSURE Comfort yourself by
repeating the new narrative.
Remember- if you are validating a
negative emotion in real time, you
are going to be very vulnerable
right about here. This is why it’s
important to replace the old
narrative with a new one. You are
comforting yourself.
 
Changing your narrative can feel
much like instating a mantra; you
are sending a message to your brain-
I feel sad and I am worthy of
connection. Doing this will
recondition your brain and create
safety for you to feel your emotions
now and in the future (3). Keep in
mind- changing your narrative is
only one tool you can use to process
and validate emotions; other ways to
process can happen through things
like creating art, exercising, or
doing Somatic Practices.
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FEEL Process and acknowledge the
emotion by letting yourself feel
it. Don’t push away from the
feeling, lean into it. In feeling
the emotion, you are acknowledging
it as real and valid. This is not
going to feel good, but you are
creating space to express your
feelings. This unpleasantness may
look like crying, simmering in
anxiety, taking deep breaths,
punching a pillow- this is the part
that feels like falling apart.
Everything you are feeling is okay
and you are okay. You’ll be able to
feel your body release tension as
the emotion courses through you
(5).
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Check out Issue #6 and our
references for some other helpful
resources. 
 
“Sometimes the most healing thing
we can do is remind ourselves
over and over and over, other
people feel this too.” Andrea
Gibson (2)
 
Our antagonistic emotions are
individually carved and cut like
snowflakes, but general pain is
universal. None of us can control
difficult situations, or how we
will feel about them. What we can
do is work through our response.
If we harbor emotions they hurt
us; if we process and release
feelings, we have the emotional
and physical energy to connect
with others and take care of our
bodies. 
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Let’s remember to be patient with
each other; we're all just
filtering through our experiences-
separate, but together.
 
Thanks for being here,
Las Traumadas
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